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1. INTRODUCTION 
The oscillatory behavior of a delay differential equation and the 
associated differential equation without delay are not always the same. 
Indeed, the delay differential equation 
2(t)-x(t-x71)=0 
admits sin t and cos t as oscillatory solutions. On the other hand, the 
associated ordinary differential equation 
i(t) -x(t) = 0 
admits e-’ and e’ as nonoscillatory solutions. Conversely, the delay dif- 
ferential equation 
jl(t)+& $ =o 
0 
has the nonoscillatory solution x(t) = &, while the associated ordinary 
differential equation 
a(t)+$s(t)=o 
is oscillatory (see [?‘I). This change in the oscillatory behavior of a dif- 
ferential equation is obviously generated by the delay and its study is very 
interesting in applications. For example, oscillations caused by delays 
should be seriously taken into account in studying the motion of a con- 
trolled craft moving with increasing velocities, where it is possible to have a 
sudden release of oscillations leading to instability (cf. Minorsky [8, 
p. 4181). 
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Our main goal in this paper is to give first some new results on the 
oscillatory behavior of all solutions of the delay differential inequalities 
x(O(Lx(t) + a(t) X(f) + (q(t) + P”(f)) xct - d} GO, 
for n odd, (1) 
and 
x(t)(l,x(t)-a(t)x(t)- (4w+P”u))xC~-~~1} zo, 
for n even (2) 
and then to extend these results to equations of the form 
L,x(t)+(-l)“+’ f ~~(t,x[t--nzj-J)=O, 
i=O 
and 
&x(t) + (- l)n+ l [a(t) x(r) 
+f(t, x[t--nz,] )...) x[t-TIT,])] =o, 
where 
LOX(f) =x(t), 
k = 1, 2 ,..., n, so(t) = a,(t) = 1, 
Qi, p: [to, 00) + (0, oo), 4 9: [to, a) --) co, a), 
fj:[to,oo)xR+R,j=O,l ,..., m, and f: [to, co) x R” -+ R 
are continuous, 
I cc 1 -ds= co, ai(s) i = 1) 2 )...) n - 1, 
(a) 
(B) 
and z, rj are positive constants, j= 1, 2 ,..., m. 
In what follows, we restrict our attention only to solutions x of (1) or (2) 
which are defined on a half-line [t,, cc). The oscillatory character is con- 
sidered in the usual sense, i.e., a continuous real-valued function y defined 
on a half-line [t,, cc ) is called oscillatory if it has no last zero, otherwise it 
is called nonoscillatory. 
For the sake of brevity, Si will denote the set of all solutions of the dif- 
ferential inequality (i), i= 1,2, and ASi, BS, subsets of Si defined as 
follows: 
AS, is the set of all solutions x(t) satisfying lim (x( t&x,(t)) = 0, 
t-m 
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where 
BSi is the set of all bounded solutions. Clearly BSic ASic Si, i = 1,2. 
Most of the papers dealing with the oscillation criteria for inequalities 
and/or equations of the form (1) or (2) investigated solutions belonging to 
the set BSi, i = 1,2. We refer here to the recent papers by Philos [9, lo], 
Slicas and Staikos [ 121 and Slicas [ 111. 
In [2] we use the condition 
,li\ & ,$ ciai(t) > O, aO(t) = l, 
I 0 
(4) 
for every choice of the constants ci with ck > 0, k = 1, 2,..., n - 1, where 
k = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, c > 0, 
which allows us to enlarge the class of solutions from BS, to AS,, i = 1,2. 
We may note that conditions (3) and (4) become redundant if ai = 1, 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
In Section 2 we establish results for (1) and (2), which extend and 
improve some of the results given in [ 1, 3-6, 11, 12). Extensions of results 
of Section 2 for (a) and (p) are included in Section 3. 
We need the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Let condition (3) hold. Ifx is a solution of (1) which is ofcon- 
stunt sign of [to, co), then there exist an even integer I, 0 < 1 Q n - 1, and a 
t,,tI>to, such thatfor tat,, 
and 
x(t) Ljx(t) > 0, O<j<l 
(5) 
(-lyx(t)Ljx(t)>O, I+ldjdn. 
Remark. The above lemma generalizes a well-known lemma of 
Kiguradze and can be proved similarly. The following lemma is given 
in [2]. 
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LEMMA 2. Let conditions (3) and (4) hold. Zf x is a nontrivial solution of 
(1) or (2) such that 
x(t)>0 x(t) and - 
Ul(f) 
-0 as t+co, 
then 
( - l)k L,x(t) > 0, k=O, l,..., n, te [to, 00) 
and (6) 
L,x(t) -+ 0 monotonically as t + co, k = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
LEMMA 3. Consider the delay differential inequalities 
y’(t) + a(t) y(t) + p(t) Y(t - 7) G 0, 
v’(t) + a(t) v(t) + At) At - 7) 2 0, 
and the delay differential equation 
v’(t) + a(t) y(t) + At) At- 5) = 0, 
where T is a positive constant, a(t) 2 0, p(t) > 0 are continuous. 
Assume that 
and 
’ lim inf 
f-rmz s t-r 
p(s)dr>fexp( - J~~infj~~~a(s)ds) (7) 
’ lim inf p(s) ds > 0. (8) r+m I f - r/2 
Then 
@,I inequality (fl, ) has no eventually positive solutions, 
(b2) inequality (b2) has no eventually negative solutions, and 
(b3) Eq. (p3) has only oscillatory solutions. 
The proof is found in Ladas and Stavroulakis [4]. 
Remark. If a(t) = a, a nonnegative constant, and p(t) = p a positive 
constant, then (7) and (8) reduce to 
and if a=O, thenpze> 1. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let conditions (3), (7), and (8) hold, and in addition, sup- 
pose 
1 p(t-z) j--l 
a,-i(t-iZ)- p(t) ( 1 
>(i- l)-, p’(t) > 0 
p2(t) ’ 
(9) 
i = 1, 2,..., n; then every continuable solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
ProoJ Assume there exists a solution x(t) of (1) such that for t, suf- 
ficiently large 
x(t) > 0, t> t,. 
Then x(t - nz) > 0 for t > to + nz. Hence (1) becomes 
Lx(t) + a(t) x(t) + (q(t) + p”(t)) x(t - nz) < 0, n odd. (1)’ 
By Lemma 1, there exists an even integer 1, O< 1 <n such that for 
t>t,+nz 
and 
LjX( t) > 0, O<j<l, 
(-l)‘-‘L,x(t)>O, l+l<j<n. 
(10) 
We claim that I= 0; i.e., for t > t,, + nr 
( - 1 )j LjX( t) > 0, for j=O, l,..., n. (11) 
To prove it, assume that 1> 0. Then by generalized Taylor’s formula 
L/x(t) = L,x(t,) + jt; a,+ j,+ 1) ds,+ 1) L/+,x(t) 
+ j:a,+2~~i+2)~~+*a~+,~~~+l)~~+1dS~+2)Li+2X(f) ( 
+ . . . 
+(-I)“-/+1 f 
j D 
+-I 
fl fl a,~,~s,~,)~~~“.‘~~+2a,,~~si+,) 
X&l,, ... ds,-2 1 ~Lx(s,-~)ds,-~, 
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for every t > t, with t, suffkiently large. Using (l), (lo), and the facts that 
the integer n + 1 is odd and x and p are nondecreasing we have 
By (3), &x(t) + -cc as t + co, i.e., L,x(t) < 0 for all large t, which con- 
tradicts (10) and proves (11). Set 
y(t)=L,-lx(t)-p(t)L,~,x(t-~)+p2(t)Ln~3X(t-222) 
+ ..’ +p”-‘(t)x(t-(n-1)z). 
Then, in view of (1 1 ), 
v(t) ’ 0. (12) 
Observe that 
Y’(f) + P(l) Y(l- 7) 
=L”x(t)+pn~yt-T)p(t)x(t-.T) 
+(n-1)p”-2(t)p.(t)X(f-((n-1)z) 
f p”-‘(t) 
[L 
l -($+))^~2]LiX(I-(~-l)r) 
q(t-(n-1)z) 
_ (n - 2) p’(t) 
P*(t) 
L,x(t-(n-2)2) I 
- P3(4 
2P’(l) 
-yLn-3X(t-4T) 
P (2) 1 
+ P’(f) 
[[ 
l -(@&+2x(r--2r) 
a,-*(t-2?) 
P’(l) 
-7&e2X(t-332) 
P (f) 1 
-P(f) 
1 4-1(t--z) -1 L 1 +1x(t-T). 
409/106/2-9 
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Using the monotonicity of Lk, k= 0, l,..., n, and the condition (9) we 
have 
y’(t) + P(t) Y(t - z) 
< -a(t)x(t)-q(t)x(t-nr) 
-,“cl,[l-(f~pn-l)~]x(t-nr) 
+pn-l(t) 
1 p(t-z) n-2 
ar(t-(n-l)r)- ( ) p(t) 
-(n-2)%] L,x(t- (n- 1) r) 
+ p’(t) 
[ 
1 P(l--z) P’(f) L 
a,-,(t-2z)-po-p*(t) n-2X(t-2T) -1 
-P(t) [ 1 an-,(t--z) -1 L 1 n-lx(t--t) 
Since by Lemma 3 (b, ) the above inequality has no eventually positive 
solutions we get a contradiction to (12). The case x(t) < 0 for t > t, is 
similar and the proof is omitted. 
THEOREM 2. Let conditions (3), (4), (7), (8), and (9) hold, then every 
continuable solution x of (2) with the property that x( t)/al( t) + 0 as t -+ co is 
oscillatory. 
Proof: Assume there exists a solution x(t) of (2) such that 
x(t) > 0, lim x(t) ~0 - 9 t-00 cQ(t) tato, 
Then x(t - nz) > 0 for t > to + nr and from (2) L,x( t) > 0 for t > to + nz. By 
Lemma 2, 
( - 1)” L,x( t) > 0, k = 0, l,..., n. (13) 
Set 
y(t)=L,~*x(t)-p(t)L,~,x(t-z)+p2(t)L,~,x(t-22)’~~ 
-p”-‘(t)x(t-(n-1)z) (14) 
which for sufficiently large t is negative. 
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Differentiating both sides of (14), we obtain 
r’(t) + P(f) r(t - 7) 
=L,x(t)-p”-‘(t-z)p(t)x(t-nz) 
-(n- l)p”-*(t)pyt)X(t-(n- 1)z) 
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-P .‘(l)[[a,(,-(tr-l)i)- 
(“!!I)“-‘] L,x(t-(n-1)r) 
+ P2(f) CL 1 P(t - r). -- a,-2(t-22) p(t) 
t (n-2) p’(t) 2 L,x(t - (n - 2) T) 
P (t) 1 
L n-2X(f-22) 
p’(t) 
-~L~-2X(t-k) 
P (t) 1 
- P(l) 
[ 
1 
a,- 1(t - T) 
- 1 Ln-,x(t-T). 1 
Now, using the monotonicity of Lk, k = 0, l,..., n, and the condition (9), we 
have 
Y’(t) + P(l) Y(f - z) 
2 a(t) x(t) + q(t) x(t- nz) 
+p.(,,[l-(P~~~‘-(n--l)~]x(l-nr) 
+ P*(t) 
[ 
1 P(t-t) P’(l) 
a,-*(t-222) ---p’(t) P(l) 1 L _ x(t-22) ” 2 
-P(t) 
[ 
1 
an-,(t--z) 
- 1 L,-&t-z) 1 3 0. 
The above inequality has no eventually negative solutions in view of 
Lemma 3 (b2). This contradicts the fact that y(t) is negative. The proof of 
the case x(t) < 0 is similar and hence is omitted. 
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EXAMPLE 1. The third order inequality 
x(t) {(t(?x’)‘)‘+x(t)+tx(t-3)) GO, t>3 
has a solution x(t) = e-‘, and the second order inequality 
X(f) ((tx’)‘-x(t)-x(t-2)}Z0, t>2 
has a solution x(t) = e’. Only condition (9) is violated. 
In the following theorem we discuss the case when p(t) in (1) and (2) is 
not a monotone nondecreasing function. 
We replace the function q(t) + p”(t) by p(t), and assume that p(t) 
satisfies (7) and (8). 
THEOREM 3. Let condition (9) in Theorems 1 and 2 be replaced by 
1 
aDpi(f--iZ) b P(l), 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n, (9’) 
then the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 hold. 
Proof: The proof of Theorem 3 is similar to the proofs of Theorems 1 
and 2 except that in Theorem 1 we replace v(t) by 
y(t)=L,-,~(t)-L~-~x(t--~)+ ... +x(t-(n-1)z) 
and in Theorem 2 we replace y(t) by 
y(t)=L,-,x(t)-LL,-,x(t-t)- ... -x(t-(n-1)z). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the inequality 
x(r)jX(t)+(f+~)x(t-37r)]40; tB.371. 
It is easy to check that the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied, while 
Theorems 1 and 2 are not applicable. We also add that the results of Ladas 
and Stavroulakis 133 are not applicable to the above inequality. 
Remark. In (1) and (2) if we let a(t)=0 and c(t)=q(t)+p”(t), then 
Theorem 2 in [l] for the equation L,x(t) + ( - l)n+ ‘c(t) x[t - r] = 0 is 
true for (1) and (2) also. For the sake of completeness we state the result. 
THEOREM 4. Zf 
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then the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 hold for the inequalities 
x(t)(Lx(t) + (- 1) n+‘C(t)X(t-T)}<O, n odd, 
and 
x(t){L,xW+ C-1) n+‘c(t)x(t-z)}>O, n even, 
respectively. 
Remark. If we let ai = 1, i= 1,2 ,..., n - 1, p(t) a positive constant, and 
a(t) = 0, the conditions (4) and (9) are trivially satisfied. Moreover 
cIi( t) = t, for al(t) = 1. Thus the class of functions x satisfying the property 
that lim, _ m (x(t)/t) = 0 includes all bounded functions. Thus, Theorems 1 
and 2 are a considerable improvement of some of the results in [3]. 
3. SOME EXTENSIONS 
In this section we are interested in extending our results of Section 2 to 
more general equations, namely (a), which takes the form 
and 
L,X(t)+ 2 fi(t, X[t-Wi])=O, n odd (15) 
i=O 
L,X(t)- f fi(t, X[t-nnZi])=O, n even (16) 
i=O 
where L, is defined as above. We assume that for each i, 0 < id m, 
LECCL-~,, ~)xRRl, 
fA4 x) 
- 3 qi( t) > 0 for x#O 
X 
(17) 
whereq,EC[[t,, co), [0, co)],z,=0, l<i< , m, are positive constants, and 
r =min{r,, r2 ,..., r,>. (18) 
It follows as in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 that if x(t) > 0 for 
t>t,at,we havex’(t)<Ofor t2t22tl. Thus 
~~~~~lt-~~il)3~(f~XCf-~~il),q,~t~ 
x[t -nz] x[t-nnr,] ’ ’ ’ 
Odibm. 
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The above inequality is also true for the case where x(t) < 0, t 2 to, and 
hence (15) and (16) reduce to 
and 
LP(t)+q,(t)x(t)+ (i=, z )x ]- no& (15’) 2 q.(t) [t-n?1 co, 
n even. (16’) 
Now, the required extensions follow immediately by letting 
40(t) = 40 and p”(t) + 4(t) = f 4itt1, 
i=l 
where a, p, and q are defined as above and satisfy the hypotheses of our 
theorems. 
The following example is illustrative. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the equation 
x(“)(t) + (- 1y+ l [x[t--y]eXp(sinx[t-71) 
+x[t-y]eXp(x’[t--y]) 
+x[t-nnR] coshx[t-nn]=O. (19) 
Clearly r = 7c/3, qo( t) = 0, and C?=, qi( t) = e- ’ + 2 = p”(t). Since 
we conclude that every solution of (18) is oscillatory if n is odd, while if n is 
even, every solution x(t) of (19) with the property that x(t)/t + 0 as t -+ co 
is oscillatory. 
We believe that the oscillatory character of Eq. (19) does not appear to 
be deducible from any other known oscillation criteria. 
Finally, the results presented in this paper can be extended to Eq. (B) 
which can be rewritten as 
L,x(t)+a(t)x(t)+f(t,x[t-nnz,],...,x[t-n7,])=0, n odd (20) 
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and 
L,x(t)-a(t)x(t)--S(t,x[t--nz,],..., x[t-nz,])=O, n even (21) 
where L, is defined as above, zi, i= 1, 2,..., m, are positive constants, and 
r=min{r,, r2 ,..., r,}. We assume that 
j-e CCCto, ~0) x R”, RI, 
f(t, Yl, Y2v.7 Ym)‘O if yj > 0 for all i, 
f(t, Yl? Y2Y.T Ym) < 0 if yi < 0 for all i, 
f(4 Yl, Yzm y,J is nondecreasing on Y, t3 t,, 
where 
y= {(YI,..., Ym ): y, E R and either every yi > 0 or 
every yi < 0 for i = 1,2 ,..., m}, 
and 
Lot, YY.3 Y)l 27(t) IYI for y#O and tat,, 
where Y E CCCb, ~1, (0, ~~11. 
We write y(t) = q(t) + p”(t) where a, p, and q are as given before and 
hence we obtain the desired extension. 
The following example is ilustrative. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the equation 
X(4+(-l)n+l +x[t-mc] exp(x’[t-mr]) =O. (22) 1 
We let z = 7r/2 and y(t) = 2 = p”. 
One can easily see that every solution of (22) is oscillatory if n is odd, 
while if n is even, every solution x(t) of (22) such that x(t)/t + 0 as t --) cc 
is oscillatory. 
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